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The COVID-19 pandemic has dealt a crushing blow to Canadian families
and their livelihoods, with over 7 million finding themselves relying on the
Canada Emergency Response Benefit (CERB) and Employment Insurance
(EI) benefits to survive. For Canada’s elite, the pandemic has proven to be
a boon. The top 20 wealthiest families have seen their wealth increase by
$37 billion since March, with Shopify CEO Tobias Lutke leading the pack,
seeing his personal fortune balloon by nearly $8 billion.

There is little doubt that the CERB has been a benefit for struggling
Canadians, keeping food on the table and families in their homes during
what have been difficult times. Running with a cost of $2.23 billion a week,
the increased wealth of just 20 families could cover over four months of
CERB payments, keeping millions of Canadians afloat. 

While it isn’t expected that these families forfeit all of their increased
fortune, under the current tax law, many will contribute little to nothing of
their increased wealth to advance the society that gave them the ability to
earn such wealth. The Parliamentary Budget Office recently reported that
wealth inequality is at its most extreme in Canadian history. With the lack
of a mechanism to balance the scales of inequity, this imbalance will
continue to grow, putting the fabric of Canadian society in peril. A
progressive tax on wealth is one of the strongest tools we have in the face
of this challenge. 

Canadians recognize that those with the most should contribute to their
fair share to our society and, across the political spectrum, Canadians
support a wealth tax. In a recent Abacus Data poll 75% of Canadians said
they support a tax on wealth, with even 69% of Conservatives agreeing. 

This paper outlines the impact of a progressive wealth tax and the
immense effect it would have on the reduction of wealth inequality in
Canadian society.

Introduction
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Income & Flat Taxes Fall Flat
While often related, the mechanisms that entrench

income and wealth inequality differ significantly.

Though top earners in Canada have seen a

disproportionate increase in their pay over several

decades, taxing large holdings of wealth may

ultimately be a more efficient strategy to mitigate

economic inequality than updates to existing

income tax laws. Unlike income, wealth is

transferrable – it can be passed on to family

members through inheritance. It is also cumulative

– wealth begets wealth and reproduces itself as the

more wealth one has, the more one can

accumulate. 

As it's currently organized, Canada's tax system

favours income gained from wealth, either through

inheritance or capital gains, over income earned

through labour. Capital gains are taxed at half the

rate of ordinary income which means that income

earned from employment is worth less than income

derived from capital investment. Likewise, estate

and gift taxes were repealed in 1971 as part of other

tax reforms and Canada is currently the only G7

country with no inheritance, estate, or gift taxes.

Consequently, wealth is ultimately a more durable

structure that entrenches economic inequality

more deeply unlike income that tends to be more

variable and often not reflective of an individual's

overall net worth.  

The core differences between income and wealth

are reflected in the asymmetry of wealth and

income distribution in Canada. For example,

Statistics Canada data on adjusted after-tax income

demonstrates that earners in the highest decile

accounted for 23.0% of total income in Canada in

2018, while the lowest four deciles (the bottom

40% of the population) represented 20.8%. This is

contrasted by recent PBO data that locates a

concentration of 73.5% of Canada's wealth in the

wealthiest 20% of the country. Wealth inequality in

Canada is significantly more pronounced than

income inequality. Consequently, policies that seek

to more fairly redistribute income may fail to

directly target certain core mechanisms that

embed economic inequality because income
redistribution has little effect on the distribution of
wealth.

Taxing large holdings and transfers of wealth would

interrupt the hoarding of resources by the super

wealthy more effectively as it would target the

structural and institutional frameworks that have

facilitated this massive upward transfer of wealth in

Canada over the past several decades.

Canadian Wealth Distribution

Top 20%

of Canadians

Bottom 80%

of Canadians

73.5% of

all wealth
26.5% of

all wealth

Progressive vs Flat Taxation
The primary objective of wealth taxes is to address

obscene concentrations of wealth in a

progressively dwindling number of individuals.

Unlike income tax structures based on the

calculation of gross annual income, a wealth tax is

an annual taxation on net wealth above an

exemption threshold. Statistics Canada defines

wealth as the overall value of all financial and non-

financial assets held by a family minus their debt.

This would include, but is not limited to, real estate

holdings, employer pension plans, stocks, bonds,

household possessions, and more. 

There are different ways of structuring wealth

taxes. Like income, wealth can be taxed according

to a progressive or flat rate. Under a progressive

wealth tax, the tax rate increases as wealth

increases. These have been proposed in the United

States and are current policy in several countries

such as Switzerland and Spain. On the other hand,

a flat wealth tax, like that proposed by the NDP in

the last federal election, would tax anyone with a

net worth above a certain threshold at the same

rate.
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The NDP’s Wealth Tax Plan
In 2019, the NDP’s platform included “new, fair and
progressive taxation sources". Their agenda
involved three existing taxation programs and three
new taxation programs.

They aspired to decrease corporate tax cuts,
maintain the small business tax rate, and increase
the top marginal tax rate. They also aspired to
install a flat wealth tax, increase the capital gains
tax and eliminate tax loopholes. Following this
model, existing corporate tax cuts would have
been reduced to their 2010 levels (18%), and the
small business tax rate would continue to be 9%. 

The NDP defined high income earners as those
making more than $210,000.  They would have
increased this top marginal tax rate by 2 points
from 33% to 35% of their income.  They estimated
that this would generate over half a billion dollars
annually. Accumulated wealth of $20 million and
higher would pay a flat wealth tax, of 1%. Although
no fixed amount was calculated, this wealth tax was
expected to generate “several billion dollars
annually”.  

The NDP also planned to combat tax evasion by
closing tax loopholes (ex. CEO Stock Option
Deduction). They would do this by eliminating
bearer shares, “compel” companies to prove the
economic reason for their offshore transactions and
improve transparency on the taxes paid by large
corporations. This was expected to raise $1 billion
dollars annually. 

Lastly, the NDP also planned to increase the capital
gains tax from the current 50% to 75%. This was
estimated to generate 3 billion in revenue every
year. 

Although the 2019 NDP platform is progressive
with its approach to tackle corporate taxes, capital
gains, and tax loopholes, their wealth taxation
program requires significant improvement. 

Most recently on June 19th, 2020, the NDP Critic
for the Treasury Board, Matthew Green (MP for
Hamilton Centre) called for the federal government
to implement their 1% flax wealth tax on Canada’s
top 1 percent.  A flat wealth tax, unlike Canada’s
current progressive income tax, does not tax 

wealth according to its respective magnitude.

The super-wealthy with billions of dollars in capital
should not be taxed within the same bracket as
those with $20 million dollars of wealth.

The flat wealth tax enables Canadian billionaires,

who sit on their capital and generate more wealth

than a working-class Canadian will ever earn in

their lifetime, off the hook from paying their fair

share to public goods and services. The NDP need

to acknowledge Canada’s vast concentration of

wealth and install an equitable and just progressive

taxation program.

5

The super-wealthy
with billions of dollars
in capital should not
be taxed within the
same bracket as those
with $20 million
dollars of wealth.
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A progressive tax, like Canada’s personal income
tax system, sets higher tax rates for higher tiers of
income earned. Canadians are taxed 15% on the
first $48,535 of taxable income they earn, but that
rate progressively rises to 33% for taxable income
over $214,368. Contrastingly, a flat income tax
structure sets the same tax rate to all earners
regardless of their tiered level of income. This
makes flat tax systems deeply regressive, placing
the highest tax burden on the lowest earners and
the lowest burden on the wealthiest. For this
reason, progressive tax systems are far better at
combating economic inequality in a society  while
simultaneously raising revenue from the wealthiest
households to finance a range of government
programs and services.
  
Canada currently has a progressive income tax
system that acknowledges the many benefits of
such a progressive structure, but the progressivity
of the tax system effectively phases out at the
highest levels of wealth, since the wealthiest
Canadians did not accumulate their wealth through
traditional income.  To truly reap both the revenue-
raising and inequality-combating benefits of a
progressive tax system, Canada should implement
a progressive wealth tax.

Progressive wealth taxes have already been
proposed in North America and exist in countries
across Europe. During the course of the 2020
Democratic Primary, two leading candidates
released plans for a wealth tax. Both targeted only
the ultra-wealthy and involved some progressive
tiering. Senator Elizabeth Warren’s proposal
included two tiers, starting with a tax rate of 2% on
fortunes over USD $50 million (CAD $65.5 million)
and a higher tier with a rate of 6% on wealth over
USD $1 billion (CAD $1.31 billion).  Senator Bernie
Sanders’ plan would start at a lower limit and
steadily increase over eight brackets.  The Sanders
plan phases in at USD $32 million (CAD $41.95
million) with a 1% tax, and increases progressively
over eight tiers.

The Warren plan, phasing in at USD $50 million,
would apply to only 72,900 households across
both of its tiers.  This means it targets only the
wealthiest 0.06% of Americans. The Sanders plan,
by starting at USD $32 million, targets the top

A Progressive Wealth Tax is Better for Canadians
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Progressive tax systems are far
better at combating economic
inequality in a society while
simultaneously raising revenue
from the wealthiest households
to finance a range of
government programs and
services.

To truly reap both the revenue-
raising and inequality-
combating benefits of a
progressive tax system,
Canada should implement a
progressive wealth tax.

Progressive wealth taxes have
already been proposed in
North America and exist in
countries across Europe.
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0.13% and would tax 163,069 households on a
more progressive curve. The Sanders plan would
“raise an estimated $4.35 trillion” over ten years,
substantially more revenue than European wealth
taxes generate, and would “cut the wealth of
billionaires in half over 15 years”, greatly reducing
wealth inequality.

While both the Warren and Sanders proposals in
the United States target only the very top of the 1%,
existing wealth taxes in Europe apply more broadly.
Spain has a wealth tax on all assets over €700,000
(CAD $1.09 million), beginning at 0.3% and
increasing over eight tiers to 2.5% on assets over
€11,395,996 (CAD $14.94 million).  Until recently,
France had a longtime progressive wealth tax
kicking into effect at €800,000 and rising to a rate
of 1.5% on fortunes over €10 million. Other
European countries, including Belgium, Italy, and
the Netherlands, tax limited forms of wealth such
as securities or financial assets.  In Germany, the
Social Democrats, the second largest party in the
Bundesrat recently introduced a proposed
progressive tax on the ultra-rich that would tax up
to 1.5% for billionaires.

Switzerland, with its hyper-localized federal
structure, has a cantonal wealth tax where the rate
can vary based on your canton. In Zurich, the
wealth tax phases in at CHF 77,000 (CAD
$111,640) and rises over six tiers to 0.3% for an
individual’s net assets over CHF 3,158,000 (CAD
$4.58 million).  In Geneva, wealth is taxed over ten
tiers with a top rate of 0.45% for net assets over
CHF 1,682,068 (CAD $2.44 million).  Switzerland’s
wealth tax accounts for 3.6% of all national tax
revenue, currently the highest amount of any
OECD nation with a wealth tax.

By implementing a progressive wealth tax not
unlike those proposed in the United States and
enacted in Europe, Canada could raise substantial
revenue to pay for necessary social programs and
would make strides in tackling wealth inequality.
The current tax system in Canada is progressive as
far as income is concerned but looks more like a flat
tax when you factor in all of the ways the ultra-rich
come by their fortunes. A tax on the ultra-wealthy
will acknowledge this gap in Canada’s tax
framework and make it a truly progressive system.

A Progressive Wealth Tax is Better for Canadians
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Nations with Existing

Wealth or Asset Tax

Coun
try

NORWAY

Tax: 0.85%

on wealth valued

over $212,635 CAD

Constitutes around

1.1 percent of its total

tax revenues and

dates to 1892 

CountryS P A I N
progressive taxranging from0.2%-2.5% on wealth

above $1.09mil CAD Subject to the tax on
a worldwide basis
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I T A L Y

taxes all financial
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Country
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similar to estimates from the PBO for a flat net
worth tax. The sensitivity of the estimate is based
on the ability of the CRA to accurately assess
wealth and collect the associated taxes. The 35%
reduction in net worth is in part due to tax
avoidance and evasion methods employed by the
wealthy. Such a tax cannot be implemented
without also addressing other areas of the tax code
to reduce these effects. Accounting for an
administrative cost of 2%, which would be spent by
the CRA on valuation, collection and enforcement,
this tax would raise nearly $21.2 billion in net
revenue, or approximately 1% of GDP.

Importantly, this is significantly more than the $2.1
billion that the PBO estimated would be raised by
the flat net wealth tax proposed by the NDP in
2019. This revenue could be used to fund a
universal pharmacare program (approximately $15
billion)  on its own, and could contribute
significantly to a universal basic income (UBI)
program, a policy which has seen increasing
support since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic
as millions of Canadians have suffered job loss,
health difficulties and other hardship. For a wealth
tax to be truly progressive, the revenue raised must
be spent on programs that benefit vulnerable
populations, not given back to the wealthy through
other tax cuts.

A Progressive Tax for Progress
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We propose a progressive wealth tax with tax rates
akin to those proposed by Bernie Sanders during
his 2020 campaign for the Democratic Presidential
nomination,  but starting at a lower threshold to
broaden the tax base. Net wealth taxes with broad
tax bases have been used frequently in Western
Europe but at such low rates that the accumulation
of wealth is hardly affected. Our proposed tax
would affect all families with a net worth greater
than $7.5 million, or approximately 0.6% of
Canadian families, and would have significantly
higher rates on the wealthiest families. Primary
residences would be exempt from the net worth
valuation. See Table 1 for our proposed tax rates in
each wealth bracket.

Table 1. Proposed progressive wealth tax rates

Wealth  Bracket T a x  R a t e

$7.5 - 25 million 1%

$25 - 50 million 2%

$50 - 250 million 3%

$250 - 500 million 4%

$0.5 - 1 billion 5%

$1 - 2.5 billion 6%

$2.5 - 5 billion 7%

$5 billion + 8%

Effect on Government Revenue
Using the PBO’s High-net-worth Family Database
updated in accordance with their recent costing
note,  although without removing lottery winners,
we estimate that this tax would raise over $21.6
billion in government revenue during its first year
(see Appendix A for our calculations).

This estimate accounts for the fact that high wealth
would be under-reported by approximately 35%, 

This tax would raise over $21.6
billion in government revenue
during its first year.

NDP Proposal Progressive Wealth Tax

$25 bil 

$20 bil 

$15 bil 

$10 bil 

$5 bil 

$0 bil 

Projected Revenue from NDP proposal vs Progressive Tax

$2.1 billion

$21.6 billion
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Given the extreme levels of wealth concentration in
Canada, a progressive wealth tax would have a
stronger redistributive effect than progressive
income taxes or a flat wealth tax. As of 2019, the
bottom 40% of Canadians owned only 1.1% of
wealth in Canada while the top 0.6% of Canadians
owned 20 times more (22.2%).  Our tax proposal
would reduce the wealth of the top 0.6% of
Canadians to 21.9% in its first year, and would have
increasing redistributive effects over time by
disincentivizing wealth accumulation. 

These effects are important because of the
detrimental impact inequality has on citizens’
mental and physical health, social trust, and levels
of violence. Extensive research has shown that
countries (and American states) with higher levels
of inequality have higher rates of mental illness,
obesity,  bullying  and violence,  and lower life
expectancy.  Humans are social beings, and
increased inequality can lead to shame and anxiety
which factor into all manner of social problems
linked to inequality. By only affecting the wealthiest
98,000 Canadian families - with fewer than 600
seeing rates from 4% - 8% - this progressive wealth
tax would ensure that the costs of an improved
social safety net were borne by those whose wealth
was built off the backs of vulnerable working
populations. 

= 100k Canadians

Affected by Wealth Tax

Our Proposal 

This revenue could be used to
fund a universal pharmacare
program (approximately $15
billion) on its own, and could
contribute significantly to a
universal basic income (UBI)
program.

The bottom 40% of Canadians own
only 1.1% of wealth in Canada while the
top 0.6% of Canadians owned 20
times more (22.2%)

9

Effect on Inequality

Chance

Wealth tax would only effect tiny minority of

Canadians

= 98,000
Unaffected by Wealth Tax

= 37,907,238
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wealth tax will have the effect of increasing
investment and innovation, as it punishes assets
with a low return. Investors will look to maintain
their wealth. The OECD noted in a recent report
that higher returns on capital induce a lower
effective tax rate with a wealth tax mechanism.
They stress here that a high exemption (e.g.,
$7.5M) is necessary, as wealthy investors tend to
have access to riskier investments and are less loss
averse than the median household, otherwise the
tax would be inequitable by design. This may have
negative effects for society as capital is driven to
riskier investments and financial instruments and
may apply at home or abroad if the wealth subject
to taxation is global.

The use of international destinations for tax
avoidance, and indeed evasion, is a well-known
method for the wealthy to lower their tax liability.
Furthermore, corporate profit shifting and other
avoidance methods can reduce the tax liabilities for
wealthy shareholders. For personal wealth, a
promising solution is a form of Global Asset
Registry (GAR), proposed most notably by Thomas
Piketty, and recently explained by the Independent
Commission for the Reform of International
Corporate Taxation (ICRICT). Key among the
features of a GAR is the disclosure of the full chain
of beneficiaries and owners, which would reduce
the obscurity of legal ownership.

Implementing such a registry would have the
added benefit of providing “a vital tool against illicit
financial flows”, which is of concern to everyone.
Progress is already being made on some of these
measures by the CRA, including international ETF
tracking and cooperation with OECD initiatives on
offshore banking and corporate profit reporting.
International cooperation is starting to limit the
ease at which tax can be avoided and evaded.

There still remains the case that a wealthy family
may choose to leave the country and renounce
their citizenship. Evidence is limited and varied on
this effect, but an OECD review found that in- and
out-migration of high net-worth individuals to and
from France cannot be attributed to tax policy.
Increases in out-migration coincided with changes
to tax policy that favoured wealthy and high-
income earners, which suggests other motives for 

Can it Really Work?
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 Objections to taxing wealth accumulation often
follow similar patterns and consist of three main
points. First, that there isn’t as much wealth to tax
as one would like to think, and it would be a drain
on that wealth and job creation.  Jack Mintz, an
economist with the Fraser Institute,  articulated this
argument when he said that “[t]here isn't as much
money at the top end as people think, without
actually losing significant parts of the tax base. And
so if you keep raising it on [the wealthy], then you
have to ask the question who's going to be growing
the economy with jobs?” Second, that the wealthy
will avoid taxes to such an extent as to render the
tax ineffective, though this could be solved by a
global asset registry and taxing worldwide wealth.
Third, that the implementation of such a tax would
be too difficult; assets are difficult to value and
track, and enforcement - presumably at the
suggestion of tax evasion - would be too difficult
and costly. Peter Van Dijk and Glen Hodgson at the
CD Howe Institute made this case in a recent
article.  Speaking of European countries with a
wealth tax, they say “Their experience has been
that wealth taxes do not raise significant revenue,
are difficult and expensive to administer and
ultimately harm economic growth.” 

As shown above, the tax would raise approximately
$21.6B in revenues by taxing 98,000 families with
net assets over $7.5M. This tax base would
represent 13.2% of the $163.9B in income tax
revenues for the 2018-2019 fiscal year, or more
than half of the corporate tax revenues (~$30B). It
would also represent approximately 1% of GDP
(February 2020). It is true that this rate can only be
realized, however, if the concentration of wealth is
maintained, and doesn’t have knock-on effects
within the economy. Revenues from the tax will
naturally decrease if the tax has the effect of
reducing wealth concentration and inequality. 

In a recent proposal for a time-limited European
wealth tax to fund a pandemic recovery,
economists Landais, Gael, and Zucman explain that
a “wealth tax operates like a capital levy: you tax
past accumulation but the returns to current
investment and innovation are unaffected.”  This
logic holds for a time-limited case, but even in a
case of an indefinite tax, it is possible that the 
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their departures. We may also learn something
from the experience of U.S. states, where high
income earners have mobility through the states
and are subject to different taxation of wealth.
Young et al. find that migration rates for high-
income earners are actually lower than the general
population, and in particular, much lower than
among low-income families.  They find that the
largest determinant of migration for high income
earners is family status. Single wealthy tax filers,
unsurprisingly, are the most mobile and do tend to
choose states with preferential tax treatment, while
married dual-earner families are the least mobile.
Being a business owner as opposed to earning
‘wages’ also tends to reduce mobility. All of this
suggests that tax policy is not the sole
consideration for tax residency and there is a high
social cost and perhaps an economic cost to
abandoning ties and a sense of place. Similarly, a
social and political value judgement will have to be
made for the implementation of a wealth tax. We
argue that the perception of fairness, the reduction
of inequality, and the revenue generated is worth
the low risk of flight of high-profile families.

 The revenue generated will largely be dependent
on the reforms proposed alongside a wealth tax in
legislation. Critical amongst these is the funding of
the CRA and providing them with enhanced
investigation and enforcement measures. Yet, the
cost expenditures on enforcement of tax avoidance
and evasion are more than outweighed by the
revenues that are generated from such efforts,
according to the PBO’s analysis of the tax gap in
2019. The PBO also notes in the costing note for
the net wealth tax proposal that costs would be on
the order of 2% of revenues. In this case, that
would require another $430M, or a 9% budget
increase.

A wealth tax cannot be implemented in isolation
without affecting other parts of the tax code. In
their costing note, the PBO states that there will be
a “behavioural response” to avoid or minimize the
tax. “The magnitude of this response is highly
uncertain and dependent on the level of
enforcement and the asset valuation techniques
prescribed by the legislation. The administrative
cost estimate is also sensitive to these factors.” We

share the same opinion, and propose a few
enforcement mechanisms as well to reduce the
impact of the response and minimize the cost
implications. The first is the previously mentioned
GAR and international reporting requirements,
which addresses the avoidance issue. We would
also require that bequests are taxed at the rate of
the asset owner in terms of wealth. Note that the
CRA already has this mechanism in place for
income attribution, and it is recommended that
both the existing and new methods be vigorously
enforced. Lastly, banks and financial institutions
should be engaged to do frequent reporting to the
CRA in order to facilitate tracking concentrations of
wealth.

Effectiveness of such measures and the revenue
that can be generated is not insignificant. The
experience of European countries may not be the
best comparison. Revenues raised by the taxes
may be low, but only because the taxes rates are
modest to begin with. For example, Belgium levies
only a 0.15% tax on securities holdings above
€500,000, which amounts to a small service
charge only a limited number of accounts and does
little to raise revenues or slow the rate of wealth
accumulation. In Switzerland, revenues are more
significant because the rates are higher. But, in
Switzerland, wealth is self-reported based and
therefore likely subject to under-disclosure and
illusive behaviour. The elasticities of wealth may be
lower in jurisdictions with stronger legislation.
CEO’s and board chairs should know best of all;
rolling out a weak initiative without any attention or
support to help it succeed, and silently messaging
to staff that it’s ineffective and superficial is the
best way to ensure its failure.

Many of the objections against a wealth tax merely
reflect the ideology that taxes on the wealthy
should be low, in principle, to allow the economy to
function through trickle-down job creation and
investment. What we argue here is instead for a
fulfilment of the post-WWII Canadian promise for a
more equitable society. A progressive wealth tax is
feasible and will go a long way in tackling wealth
inequality in Canada while providing revenue for
life-saving welfare programs like pharmacare.

Can it Really Work?
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Government is about solving the challenges of the people, and the
Canadian promise is to provide equity and prosperity for Canadians. A
progressive wealth tax is a significant step in reducing wealth inequality
and leveling the playing field for all Canadians. While a flat tax may be
simple in theory, in practice flat taxes are always regressive and would
require the same compliance and enforcement infrastructure as a
progressive tax. A progressive tax on wealth is good for Canada, and for
Canadians, creating 10x the revenue of current flat tax on wealth
proposals. While plenty of objections to a wealth tax are floated, in reality,
they are more founded in ideology than in data. With overwhelming public
opinion behind the idea of a tax on wealth, and the wealthiest Canadians
funding a just recovery from COVID-19, a progressive wealth tax is feasible
in today's political environment, and welcomed by the public.

Conclusion

12
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